
family name: TIKKANEN firstname:HANS

FIDE ID Number: 1706446 date of birth: 1985-02-06 place of birth: Sweden

date necessary rating gained: 2010-09-01 level of highest rating: 2507

TITLE APPLICATION
The following federation Sweden

TT2
hereby applies for the title of:

Grandmaster (minimum level 2500) _ x _ International Master (2400)
woman Grandmaster (2300) woman International Master (2200)
To be awarded to:

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date (see Title Regulations 1.50c
for the procedure to be followed in this case).
Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the followins nonns

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting nofins.
total number of games 

-27 
-(minimum 

27) special comments. Event no. 2 actuallv 10
games, but norm shows only rounds 1-9. Round 10 was a win.
name of Federation gffiqlal : IA T;tpto Tikkanen
signature TtaTt*g \irrä'4t*

1. name of event: CZECH OPEN 2010 "PARDUBICE OPEN" - A I loraiiorr, paraiUuce. CZE
dates: 20100723-20100731 | tournament system: SWiSS
average rating of opponents: 2491 total number of games played: 9
points required: 6 points scored: 7
number of games to be counted: (10)
(after atopp

(if not all)

points scored:
number from host federation: 0 number not from own federation: 9
number of opponents: total titled

rated 9 unrated 0
8 GMs _5_ IMs 1 FMs _2_ WGMs WIMs WFMs

2.name of event: Lithuanian University of AÄ
dates: 20100825-20100831 | Tournament sysrem: S\^/ISS
average rating of opponents: 2392 total number of games played: 9 (10)
points required: 7 points scored: 7%
number of games to be counted:

(after dropping games): points required:

(if not all)

points scored:
number from host federation: 4 number not from own federation: 8
number of opponents: total titled
_ rated _g_unrated 0

8 GMs 3 IMs 3_ FMs 2 WGMs WIMs WFMs

3. name of event: XtraCon 5 location: Denmark
dates: 20100903-20100912 | tournament system: SwiJs
average rating of opponents: (2436) 2449 total number of games played: 9
points required: 6Y, points scored: 6%
number of games to be counted: (if not all)
(atter dropprng games): points required: points scored:

ffinumber from host federation: 2 number not
number of opponents: total titled
rated _9_ unrated 0

FMs _1_ WGMs8 GMs _5_ IMs I I WIMs _ WFMs _

date_2O10-09-19


